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From: Charles Barthold <cbarthold@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 3, 2021 2:31 PM
To: Ginsberg, Jeremy <jginsberg@darienct.gov>
Cc: Peggy Barthold <pbarthold@gmail.com>
Subject: 306 Post Road -- 7-Eleven proposal

Dairen P&Z Commission:

My wife and I register our opposition to the placement of a 7-Eleven at 306 Post Road on the following grounds:

1. Congestion at Exit 13. Customers of the proposed 7-Eleven, traveling southbound on I-95, will be required to cross 
the Post Road and pause in the median opposite the Mobil station before turning left. Currently, that cut through only 
accommodates two to three cars. Frequently there are more than three vehicles which cause at least one car, sometimes 
several, to extend onto north-bound Post Road. The increase in traffic from 7-Eleven will surely exacerbate these 
dangerous conditions.

2. Uncounted traffic from mobile orders and deliveries. In the past year, due to the pandemic, the amount of people 
who use mobile ordering or mobile delivery (GrubHub, DoorDash, UberEats, etc.) has grown dramatically. The 
inclusion of a 7-Eleven featuring hot foods will only increase that traffic which, as far I can tell, has not been 
accounted for in the application. For a vivid example of how this works, visit Chik fil-A any evening and count the 
cars idling in the parking lot with occupants who have ordered via mobile and are waiting for their meal to be 
delivered.

3. Insufficient parking. The number of parking spots will not accommodate the number of visitors who will travel to 
what has been designed to be a destination. This 7-Eleven is modeled after Wawa (New Jersey) and Buc-ees (Texas) 
which offer not only gas but hot food and other amenities. Nearly all the Wawa's customers visit not just for gas but 
also for food and shopping. This will happen with the proposed 7-Eleven.

4. Added congestion. Chipotle is already overcrowded with numerous accidents occurring there monthly; and 
eventually, the spot occupied by Blue Wave Taco (Richmond Drive and Post Road) will be replaced and add to traffic. 
We are not opposed to commercial establishments near our street. We are just concerned with the additional traffic and 
problems that will most likely result.

We ask the P&Z Commission to reject this application for these reasons. Thanks for your consideration.
Charlie and Peggy Barthold
34 Richmond Drive
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